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Happy New Year!

hi As we look forward
to 2007 and beyond,
we are happy to note
that the prospect for
exciting new
research enabled by
the NRAO continues
to look bright. The
science capability
and impact of the
(ireen Bank

Fred K. Y Lo. Dircctor Telescope (GBT) is

increasing steadily,
and the (BT's recent discoveries include the fastest
millisecond pulsar, multiple molecules, and a water
giga-maser associated with a high redshift quasar. The
remarkable Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) astro-
metric accuracy of a few micro-arcseconds is being

applied to an increasing number of important scientific

problems, such as the proper motion of M33, the

determination of sub-parsec accuracy distances to
pre-main sequence stars, and direct distance measure-

ment to a mega-maser beyond 100 Mpc. The Very

Large Array (VLA) continues as the world's premier

imaging radio telescope, recently revealing intergalactic
shocks that arise from the formation of a galaxy cluster;

the Expanded VLA (EVLA) project is proceeding well

and will soon improve the array's sensitivity by ten-
fold. To facilitate significant science objectives, the

NRAO will continue to devote up to 50 percent of the
observing time on all its telescopes to Key and Legacy

projects requiring more than 200 hours.

Two major new facilities, the EVLA and the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), will

be available for early science in 2009 and 2010,

respectively. Around 2012, together with other flag-

ship observatories that will come on-line across the

electromagnetic spectrum, the NRAO telescope suite

will constitute a set of powerful research fthcilities that

the astronomy commlnlunity will employ to explore the

Universe and open new frontiers.

To fulfill its mission of enabling cutting-edge research

in the study of the Universe using radio astronomy
techniques, attracting and training future scientists and
engineers, and stimulating public interest in science,
the NRAO has undertaken an extensive strategic plan-
ning process. This process is especially timely now
that the Senior Review committee report (htt):1//
S'w ns/.go v/mtpsia t/ven tl iorreview/vr-repor.I)df) has

been released. This report notes the NRAO's excellent
record of managing its world-class observatories and
recommends that radio astronomy leadership remain
centered at the NRAO, given its scale. The report
emphasizes that the VLBA is the premier scientific
instrument for Very Long Baseline Interferometry and
is poised to produce its strongest scientific contribu-
tions. It further notes that the angular resolution of the
VLBA is not likely to be superseded even by the
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) and, thus, the VLBA
provides a unique capability. The GBT is identified
by the Senior Review report as a part of the base

program in U.S. astronomy, a "new and highly
promising telescope" that has already made significant
scientific discoveries.

The report does recommend some reductions and
changes at the NRAO. Specifically, the report recom-
mends that: VLBA operations make a transition to a
significant reliance on international funding by 2011 or
risk closure; (;BT operations cost be reduced; and
scientific staff cost be reduced. In developing its
strategic plan for the next decade and beyond, the
NRAO will coherently address many issues, including
the Senior Review recommendations.

For the NRAO to continue delivering scientifically
effective and cutting-edge fthcilities for the astronomical
community, as in the case of helping to realize the
SKA, an excellent scientific staff is essential. Not only
does the scientific staff serve in key management and
operations roles, they also provide a good fraction of
the scientific and technical innovation needed to develop
next generation facilities. The NRAO is developing a
strategic staffing plan that is optimized for cost and
effectiveness, and addresses the natural turnover that
will occur in the scientific staff in the next few years.
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In the end, it is the science enabled by the NRAO that
justifies its operations. Over the past few years, the
NRAO has been continuously making changes across
the Observatory to increase its science impact and
improve its cost effectiveness. These changes will

continue into the future so that the NRAO will remain
a flagship observatory at radio wavelengths for the
U.S. and international astronomy communities for
decades to come.

Happy 50th Anniversary NRAO!

From a serendipitous discovery by Jansky to strategi-

cally focused research on cosmic evolution, radio

astronomy has become an indispensable tool for

astronomers to explore the Universe. Over the last

50 years, the National Radio Astronomy Observatory
has continually provided cutting edge telescopes and

instrumentation to the astronomical community and
enabled a vast range of discoveries.

To commemorate the 50th anniversary of its founding

on November 17, 1956 and the ground breaking at

Green Bank on October 16, 1957, the NRA() will host

a scientific symposium June 18 21, 2007 at the Omni

Charlottesville Htotel entitled F'ronticrs olfAstroph sics.

A C'elelcraion ofJNRAO. 50th Annihersarvy. Besides

celebrating 50 years of contributions to astronomy by

the NRAO, the symposium will bring together experts

in areas of the highest interest in astrophysics, present
the latest research in these areas from across the elcc-

tromagnetic spectrum, and inform the design of future
radio instrumentation that will address key science

questions.

To obtain more information, please visit the
symposium's website at hltp:/ /wi: r'ao.edu/50.

Looking forward, the NRAO is in an excellent position
to continue its proud tradition of helping the astronomy
community use our forefront facilities and to have an
outstanding scientific impact on all areas of astronomy
and astrophysics. Equally important is the radio
astronomy expertise embodied in the NRAO which is
an invaluable resource for the astronomy community
to realize new experiments and next generation tele-
scope facilities.

We look forward to the next 50 i years!

K. Y lo, .C. L. Carilli L. M. Clarkl

Plagc 2
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SCIENCE

Studies of the atomic interstellar medium (ISM) by

means of observations of the 21 cm line of atomic

hydrogen (Ill) are instrumental for understandincg

processes leading to star formatlion, the dynamics and

structure of the ISM, and the (dark) matter distribution,

thereby touching on major issues related to galaxy

evolution. Right from the start, the NRA() VILA has

played a key role in these studies. I arly VI.A Ill
observations of galaxies were predominantly made

with the fairly compact C' and I) confi gurations, lead-

ing to images of 15 45" resolution. In the early 90's,
facilitated by the installation of lower noise L-Band
receivers, it became feasible to make observations in
the I3 configuration, which led to the publication of'
higher resolution maps at 6" resolution of several
sources. The success of these studies encouraged us to

propose Thc /// Nearby Gulve Sur'vc (I/INGS)
which is the largest program ever undertaken at the
VILA dedicated to 21 cmi III observations of the highest

quality (6" angular and < 5 km s-l velocity resolution)

44W/c S .o 1/1(11 Ihcol /// rrlorpholw'ie. ' ('( 111 beI,( collpm-cd (hrc liii ' 6' '(' I (11): itl''11'.17J'(rU(l() c'(/Nfll ' /N:) J11 l''' '/77l rl 502).
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Iig('i 2. i/i spirali'uI lull t(1/U .18 XIi/' phiiC/ show I/ilw oveihii' o/ .Sjitci cmr andid (- in/nred ialn!es8 lail fi-n, S'INGS

(1'1: 1R. Acnniceu) andth(1 i/i imp fi-u 1lI/ N.

of a sample of 34 nearby galaxies (at distances

3 < D< 10 Mpc), covering as wide a range as possible

of star formation rate, total mass, absolute luminosity,

evolutionary stage, and metallicity.

In Figure I we show a composite of the atomnic hydro-

gen surface density maps of all TH IIN(iS galaxies. All

images are shown at the correct relative scale so that

their Ill morphologies can be compared directly. The

angular resolution corresponds to lincar sizes of

100 300 pc (depending on the distance of each target).

The technical objective of T IIN(iS was to obtain a

homogeneous set of Ill data cubes of'a sample of

galaxies that span a wide range in galaxy properties, at

the practical limit of what can be achieved with thel

VLA. The scientific goal of't IllN(iS is to address the

key questions mentioned above. For that it is vital that

ancillary data are available. Most TI IING(S galaxies

feature in SIN(GS, the Spitrzer Infrared Nearby (ialaxies

Survey and the (iAL t'X Nearby (ialaxy Survey (N(iS).

In fact, high quality observations fromn the X-ray

through the radio are available at comparable resolu-

tion for each galaxy.

It is obvious from Figure 1 that there is a stunning

variety of morphology, from the dwarf galaxies shown

towards the bottom left, to the more massive and bigger

spiral galaxies. In many cases, the Ill distribution is

dominated by shells and bubbles. A preliminary analy-

sis reveals that III shells in dwarf galaxies can reach

sizes exceeding those seen in much larger and more

massive spirals. 'To fir'st order this result may be

explained by the fict that the mechanism responsible

for creating these structures, most likely the combined

action of multiple supernova explosions of rapidly

evolving stars in a (super) star cluster, is the samne in

dwarf's as in spirals. I lowever, the gravitational poten-

tial in a dwarf galaxy is substantially lower than in a

spiral galaxy, which implies that the scale height of

their ISM is larger, allowing for Ill shells to grow to

larger dimensions before they break out of the Ill disk.

We are currently making an inventory of III shells in

PageC 4 --
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each of our target galaxies with the aim to compare the

properties of the shells across galaxy type, and their

relation to sites of recent and current star formation, in

order to discriminate between the various competing

descriptions which exist of the structure of the ISM in

galaxies.

The high velocity and spatial resolution of the data

enable us to study their kinematics in considerable

detail. We use this to constrain the distribution of dark

matter within the THINGS galaxies. The resolution of

the maps is high enough that Ill emission can be traced

all the way to the center of the galaxies, which is criti-

cal to investigate the shape of the dark matter density

distribution at small radii. Of particular interest are the

rotation curves of dwarf and late-type galaxies. These

galaxies are thought to be dominated by dark matter,
and their rotation curves should reflect the dynamics

of their dark matter halos. A preliminary analysis

suggests that at least the dwarfs whose dynamics are

dominated by rotation have a core-like dark matter

distribution. The major advantage of having two-

dimensional, high-resolution velocity fields available

is that we can explicitly model and correct for non-

circular motions. We are currently working on

analysing the magnitude and nature of the non-circular

motions as a function of dominance of the baryons,

stellar mass, etc., which will eventually lead to a much
improved description of importance and distribution of
dark matter in the THINGS galaxies.

Another main topic of ongoing research is a detailed
comparison of the Ill data to observations at different
wavelengths. As an example, we show the spiral
galaxy M 81 in Figure 2. The panels show different
overlays of Spitzer near- and mid- infrared images and
the HI map from THINGS. There is stunning agree-
ment between the 8 micron emission (mostly dominat-
ed by PAIl) detected by Spitzer and the VLA III map.
The 24 micron emission (hot dust powered by star for-

mation) beautifillly follows the spiral arms out to large
radii. We are currently extending this kind of work and
are combining all information available (including the
UV images from (GALEX) to study the star formation
thresholds (the Ill column density above which star
formation can start) as a finction of Hlubble type in our
sample galaxies.

7 Waltier (Max Pla'nck llstitat fo" Astronomnv),

E. Brinks (Univecrsity o Hc/r(fnr/lslirc),

W .1. G deL' B/ok (Mt. Stron/lo O)hservalor),

F: Bigicl (Max Planck Instituteficor Astironom.v),
R. Kennicult (('Cambridgec Univesil ),

M. Thorneru (Bucknell Uni'e'sitr)

VLA Discovers Intergalactic Shock Waves Around a Cluster of Galaxies

The distribution of galaxies in the Universe is marked

by vast cosmic voids embraced by a network of galaxy

filaments and massive galaxy clusters containing up to

thousands of galaxies. This inhomogeneous matter dis-

tribution emerged from an extremely smooth initial

state created by the Big Bang, with relative density

fluctuations of only 10 . This remarkable smoothness

was first directly revealed by the work of the C'(BI31

(Cosmic Background Explorer) team, work that was

awarded the 2006 Nobel Prize in physics. O()ver billions

of years, the initially tiny density variations grew dras-

tically through gravitational attraction of neighboring

matter.

Larger and larger structures still form today as a result
of the violent merging of galaxies and clusters of
galaxies. In addition, there is a continuous accretion
flow of gas fIlling onto galaxy clusters out of the
dilute intergalactic medium. Astronomers presently
think that a significant fraction (possibly up to 30 per-
cent) of the matter present in the Universe could be in
this thin, diffuise medium heated to temperatures of
10 5 K to 107 K by intergalactic shocks. The direct
detection of this gas is an active field of research, but
this is not an easy task. One of the possible methods to
detect such matter is the observation of peripheral

IPage 5
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F"igure I. (1) A composite nup of/ radio an/ x-raV Cmission 0in tie alax' clister Aell/ 3376. I LA observed 1.4 G(;I radio emission is

,shown b yc/llow conlours (0. 12 0.24, l.4&' a/nd I m per beam, 20 a ir'sec ,7 /11l hean). 7h1ie cellow ellipse s (ows an e//llipical fil to t/h

/ri pheral radio siructures, and Ih "/ " malrkls ihe center of lthc c//ipse. /iTh c'entral color image dcpicts the thermal X-ray emission detect-

ed by the ROSAT f'SP( (Position Scnsitive Proportional Co(nter) instrumcntc (12-ks exposure: 0.14- to 2. 0-kl' band). The red circles mark

the positions of the two brighle'st cluster galaxies: the ibrightcst e/lliptical gala.x: on the lower right and /the scomid rightest clliptil '( gala_ ,

associatled with the heni-jet radio source IR(C 0600-399 near ithe X-rayi peak. (B) (C'omposite iimages: 7he I'LA 1.4 Gl radio imaps (in red)

for the easte/rn (l /i) and ithe w('iIstcirn (right) radio strucitre.s arc shown oivcr/a'ved on /the rcd hand Di(gii:ed Sh, Sur'ev image (in /luc).

regions in clusters of galaxies at radio wavelengths,
where the strongest shocks occur.

Using data from two of the world's largest and most
sensitive telescopes---- the Very Large Array (VLA) in
radio, and the XMM-Newton in X-ray wavelengths we

have discovered giant, ringlike structures around a

cluster of galaxies, known as Abell 3376 B3agchi et al.
(2006)]. Based on its redshift of 0.046, Abell 3376 is
located some 600 million light years from E arth. These
huge, newly-discovered ring segments, some six mil-

lion light years across (about 2 Mpc). were revealed in

a deep VLA radio observation at the w\avelength of

20 cm (Figure I). These structures probably mark the

sites of cosmological shock waves, caused by energetic
collisions, mergers, and movement of gas and smaller
galaxy groups in this cluster under construction. The

discovery provides tantalizing new information about
how such galaxy clusters are assembled, about magnet-
ic fields in the vast spaces between galaxy clusters, and
also about the origin of the highest-energy cosmic rays.
C'osmic rays are extremely energetic protons or nuclei
with energies up to 10 " eV, but their origin is still
unknown, and they have puzzled scientists for decades
[('ronin (1999)1.

The X-ray observations of Abell 3376 obtained with
the ROSAT and XMM-Newton satellites show that the
cluster has a spectacular "bullet" or "cometary" structure,
elongated along the principal axis of the radio emission
(Figure 2). As in all galaxy clusters, this X-ray emission
is attributed to a very hot diffuse gas (with a tempera-

ture of -6 x 1( 7 K). The temperature map of this hot

gas (Figure 2) reveals the existence of alternatively
hotter and cooler zones. This suggests that a small
cluster is crossing a large one, creating shock waves
which are heating the gas in some regions. The move-
ment of the small cluster is probably along the direction
of the "wake" visible on the X-ray image, and this
direction is perpendicular to that of the large scale
shocks, which led to the f'orlnation of gigantic arcs of
radio emission at the location of shock fronts.

Blut what produces the radio waves emitted from the
giant ring structures? (;as falling into the gravitational
wells of galaxy clusters can reach velocities of up to a
few thousand kilometers per second. When it collides

with the hot and ionized gas at a temperature of 107 to

10 K within clusters, large-scale "accretion" shock

Page 6
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waves form that heat the infalling gas to similar temn-

peratures [Pfrommer ct al., (2006)]. Magnetic ficlds

in the gas may permit a small fraction of the thermal

gas particles to scatter back into the upstream region of

the shock wave and to undergo the energizing shock

comprcssion again and again. This so-call ed diffusive

shock acceleration process produces nonthermal

particles with an energy spectrum easily cxtcnding into

ultrarclativistic energies (close to speed of light), where

particle energies exceed their rest mass energies by
large factors. Although the number of these relativistic

particles is small compared with the thermal ones, they
can account for a substantial fraction of the dissipated
shock energy. The highly energetic electrons can be
"kicked" by the shock waves to very high energies.
These elcctrons would gyrate across the magnetic field
lines and emit the feeble radio waves picked up by the
highly sensitive VI.A radio antennas. This so-called
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synchrotron radiation is also observed in particle

accelerators on Earth, as well as in the expanding

supernova shock fronts.

We propose that the pair of giant radio structures in

galaxy Abell 3376 may be emission from the accretion

shock of the cluster. This dual radio morphology may

be caused by the stronger matter flow onto the cluster

along an embedding galaxy filament. If this interpreta-

tion is correct, it would be a remarkable finding,
because it would imply the presence of magnetic

fields in the infalling gas, whereas magnetic fields

have so far only been detected within galaxy clusters.

Furthermore, we would have the first observational

identification of an accretion shock wave. Accretion

shock waves are very interesting because they may be

the link to the origin of the still mysterious

ultra-high-energy cosmic rays [Kang. Rachen, and

Biermann (1 997)], which are protons with energies up

to 1020 eV. Although most of the energy of the cosmic

structure formation is dissipated in the centers of

galaxy clusters, the shock waves in the outskirts and

especially the accretion shocks have much higher

Mach numbers and therefore should be more efficient

particle accelerators, as can be seen in Figure 1.

The highest energy electrons from such shocks can

scatter photons of the cosmic microwave background

into gamma-ray bands and thereby contribute to the

observed and still unresolved gammla-ray background

[Loeb & Waxman (2000); Miniati (2002)]. As a result,

the giant radio rings in Abell 3376 mark locations to be

monitored in the future for all kinds of high-energy

radiation.

There is another plausible explanation for the double

arcs, however. In the late stage of a violent merger of

similarly sized galaxy clusters, an outgoing pair of

shock waves emerges. These shock waves steepen as

they run into the more dilute gas of the cluster outskirts,

simnilar to tsunami waves propagating into shallower

water. A resulting pair of radio relics was indeed
observed in a morphologically similar merging cluster,
Abell 3667 [Rottgering, et al., (1997)] and is well

reproduced by numerical simulations [Roettiger, Burns

& Stone (1999)]. Possibly, the radio structures in

Abell 3376 are also of this type.

In any case, it is exciting that the giant radio arcs in

Abell 3376 provide us with direct insight into the fluid

dynamics of cosmic structure formation. This important

and surprising observation gives a foretaste of the radio

glow of the cosmic large-scale structure [Waxman &

Loeb (2000)] which one hopes to discern with the next

generation radio telescopes such as the Low Frequency
Array (LOFAR), the Long Wavelength Array (LWA),
and the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).

.1. Bagchi (IUCAA, India), E D'rt (IAP Fr;ance),
GC B. L. Nero (IAGCA/USP Brazil),

S. Paul (Universilal Wuirzh/ur, Germanvi)
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A Shocking Day on the Sun

The Sun's atmosphere is a turbulent

place, full of movement, waves, and

disturbances at very different height

levels. It is also the physical setting in

which many phenomena, later found to

be widespread in astrophysics, were first

identified, including accelerated particle

beams and shock waves. Solar radio

astronomy was responsible for these

discoveries in the years after World War

II, when radar scientists turned their

wartime expertise to the skies and found

numerous bright radio bursts coming

from the Sun. The nature of these

bursts could be identified by observing

the changes in their frequency charac-

teristics as a fuinction of time, in what

we call a "dynamic spectrum".

Among the brightest and most dramatic 200
of the solar radio events are the so-called

"Type II" bursts. These are relatively
narrow-band features that usually start

14:20
at frequencies of order -100 MIlz or

below, and then drift to even lower

firequencies. They often occur in tinda-

mental-harmonic pairs, drifting down to ,ith

near the ionospheric cutoff (v, - 10 M ilz) i ,e

over about ten minutes. The emission the \

mechanismn has been confidently identi-

fied as plasma emission, i.e., conversion

of electrostatic Langmuir waves at the electron plasma

frequency (Vp ' vII, where n1 is the ambient electron

number density in the solar atmosphere) into propagat-

ing electromagnetic waves at the plasma frequency and

its harmnonic. The downwards drift in frequency repre-

sents the outwards inotion of a disturbance in the solar

atmosphere at heights of order I R above the surface.

Using atmospheric density models the typical speed of

these disturbances was estimated to be in the range

500 2000 kill s - . Since the relevant local signal

speed is the magnetohydrodynamic Alftin speed,

known to be about 50() km s- at these heights, these

14:21 14:22 14:23 1 4:24 14:25 14:26 14:27

Time (UT) 20051114

C 1. 7'c d'onamtic spvcrum olthe radio hmuv, mc in" the data /int the

n Bank, Solar Radio hBurti Speorow'eter (GBI/RBS)/ion /170 to 1070 A111:

thei RS'N Saln 7Iio s,/clral data /1iom 75 to 170 A/I:, hoth at one scond

resolutiom. The dashed horizontial lines .shon' the observin, ticquemnc'ies of
(0a4.l Radio /lio 4;ra)h in France.

disturbances were identified as shocks, driven by an as

yet unidentified disturbance.

For a gap of many years in the 1980s and 1990s it was
not possible for scientists to work with dynamic spectra
of such events at western hemisphere times. With

increased interest in solar phenomena resulting from a

desire to predict conditions in the solar wind at the

I'arth, funding from the National Science Foundation

has been used to construct a system (the Solar Radio
BIurst Spectromneter, or SRIS) to acquire spectra of

solar radio bursts all the way from 10 to 1000 MI iz,
taking advantage of the radio-quiet zone around
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Green Bank to cut down on interference features. The

low-frequency system, observing below 70 MHz, was

described in the January 2005 News.letter. The high-
frequency system, from 200 to 1000 MHz, has been

operating with a feed on the 45 foot dish at (Green Bank
since mid-2005.

Solar Type 11 radio bursts are predominantly low-
frequency phenomena, so we were not expecting to

observe many of them with the SRBS high-frequency

system, particularly during solar minimum. It was

therefore with some surprise that we looked at the data

from November 15 last year and saw the event shown

in Figure 1: a classic Type II burst with fundamental

and harmonic bands, both split as is often the case, but

starting at the remarkably high frequency of 760 MlHz

(in the harmonic band). This is almost an order of

magnitude higher frequency than a typical Type II.

Since the frequency goes as in, this corresponds to

seeing the Type II start at a density 100 times normal.

Since the Alfven speed is x B/i/n, where 13 is the mag-

netic field strength, the onset of emission at much

higher densities implies lower than normal magnetic

fields in the atmosphere at the corresponding densities.

A search of the literature reveals that only a few of the

thousands of cataloged Type Ils have been observed at

such a high frequency, so we set out to investigate the
properties of this event in more detail.

We were in luck in that the event occurred during the
very narrow time range when the Sun can be observed

simultaneously in the early morning at Green Bank and
the late afternoon at the Nangay Radioheliograph

(NRI I) in France, which makes images of the Sun at

several fixed frequencies between 150 and 432 Milz.

Actual measurements of motion of Type 11 radio bursts

on the sky are quite rare, partly because at a fixed fre-

quency emission comes from a fixed electron density
level, and partly because at the low frequencies

where Type II bursts most commonly occur the spatial

resolution of imaging observations is generally poor.
In the case of this event, we can map the radio emis-

sion at all the observing frequencies of the NRI . We

find the radio source to be quite small, and showing

very clear motion (Figure 2), with the emission spatially

-100

-200

-300

-400

-500

Flare location

Solar limb
410 MHz
327 MHz t+

900km/s

,-0

-600 -' I
850 km/s

-1100 -1000 -900 -800 -700

E-W Position (arcsec)

l"i igui 2. lMoion ofIthei II radio h/;vl obtain'Led by finnig source'

positions in imaes at fi1lquencies of 410, 32 7 and 169 AMlZ. T7h

arrow's indicate the direction of motion and Lthe /ied sp'ds ar

shown. At 410 anld 69 All: al/ positions belong to the han'onic

branch. with the 169 MAl/ inmasuremnts conil at a nuch/ la e tiime

(cc /"gIcre 1I: at 327 Al/: theer is a mLixtiue Iharmonic iand imda-

mnital emission. he L/r loc tion L ins marked in tLhe uppr rig, h'T cor-

ner ofthe plot.

coincident at all frequencies above 200 Mliz and dis-

placed slightly outwards at lower frequencies.

The position measurements show motion at a constant

velocity of order 900 km s- I at all frequencies, which
is consistent with what has been inferred for Type II
bursts from coronal density models and frequency drift
rates. lowever, those inferences assume that the Type
11 burst moves outwards along a radial density gradi-

ent, whereas the NRIlI images clearly show the Type 11
burst to be moving tangentially, parallel to the Sun's

limb, and displaced laterally a long way from the loca-

tion of the corresponding solar flare. Such large lateral

displacements of the Type II location from the flare

location have been seen in other cases as well. The

height of the radio emission when it commences at
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380 MHz in the fundamental branch is indeed much
larger than typical atmospheric models suggest for the
corresponding density. Furthermore, coronagraph
observations of the event show no sign of a coronal

mass ejection, one of the leading candidates for the

driver of Type II shocks. Instead, the small size of
the radio source and the lack of offsets between the
location at different frequencies from 200 to 432 MI Iz,
corresponding to a density range of a factor of 4, sug-
gest an alternative picture of a driver that may have

been a small dense blob of plasma propagating
laterally at a speed well above the Alfven speed of the

surrounding atmosphere.

This event is particularly valuable for understanding
the properties of Type II bursts because the radio
spectrum is essentially uncontaminated by any other
kind of radio emission, and it occurs at high frequen-
cies where relatively high spatial resolution imaging
can be achieved. This event provides one of the most
convincing measurements of motion in the plane of the
sky yet achieved for this class of solar radio burst,
but it adds to the mysteries surrounding these dramatic
bursts in other ways.

S. White (Universily of MarvladIl), C. Mercier (Paris

Obhser valor). 77 Basvlian and R. Bradler (NRAO)

ATACAMA LARGE MILLIMETER/SUBMILLIMETER ARRAY

Second NAASC ALMA Science Workshop:
Transformational Science with ALMA: Through Disks to Stars and Planets

On June 22 24, 2007, the North American ALMA

Science Center at NRA() and the University of

Virginia will sponsor a workshop in Charlottesville,
Virginia on protostellar disks. The focus of the meeting

will be to discuss how ALMA will impact our under-

standing in several key areas of disk formation and

evolution including:

* Cores, Fragmentation and the Earliest Observable

Stages of Protostellar Disks

* The Disk-Envelope-Outflow Connection

* Low and High Mass Disk Structure

* Disk Chemistry, Kinematics, Isotopic Anomalies,
Grain Growth, and Sedimentation

* Flaring, Spiral Density Waves, Turbulence,
Magnetic Fields in Protostellar Disks

* Debris Disks

* Planet Formation: Fragmentation and Gaps

* Synergy between ALMA and Upcoming Optical,
Infrared, and Radio Facilities

The members of the Scientific Organizing Committee
are John Bally (University of Colorado), Crystal Brogan
(Chair, NRAO), Masa I layashi (NA(OJ), Michiel
I logerheijde (Leiden University), Doug Johnstone (II IA),
Zhi-Yun Li (University of Virginia), Lee Mundy
(University of Maryland), Jonathan Williams

(University of lawaii), and Al Wootten (NRAO). The
first announcelent and other information are available
at hlp:ll//w rv'i,..'rao.ed o/a,sc/d'liskO7.hlnl. It is our

hope that the meeting will generate extensive discussion
and new ideas regarding how ALMA may be used to

transform the subjects of protostellar and protoplanetary
disks through presentations on the current state of our
understanding, predictive theories, as well as simula-
tions. In order to solicit talks on the most cutting-edge
research, we will be requesting proposals for specific
presentation topics in the near fiuture. Students and

post-does are especially encouraged to attend. Please
bookmark our meeting page, and visit often for

updates. Pre-registration is now available and we will
be open for abstract submission soon!

( Crsxlal Brogan
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The North American ALMA Science Center
(NAASC)

The proposal for funding North American ALMA oper-
ations and the North American ALMA Science Center
was submitted to the NSF on October 31, 2006. Prior
to submission, intensive reviews were held, including
an internal review by key NRAO operations staff and
Canadian representatives, and an external review by the
ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee.
The global ALMA operations plan was also submitted
on November 3 to the ALMA Board for review. A
summary of the plan was presented to the Board in
Madrid in November. The next quarter will see
extensive external reviews of the operations plan and
the NSF proposal.

The NAASC staff are participating in extensive soft-
ware testing in Socorro and Charlottesville, including
tests of the ALMA pipeline and the CASA-PY reduction
software. The NAASC was well represented at the
Madrid ALMA science meeting, Science with ALMA.
A New Era/for Astrophysics, with a number of talks
and posters being presented on recent scientific
research by the staff. The second NAASC science
workshop entitled 7ran.sformational Science with
ALMA: Through Disks to Stars aml Planets, to be held
in June, 2007 in Charlottesville, is accepting pre-
registrants (see associated Newsletter article). Lastly,
a concerted effort has been made to establish a spectral
line working group whose primary purpose is to pro-
vide ALMA a complete database of molecular and
recombination lines.

This database can be used by all astronomers interested
in spectral line astrophysics and, in particular, astro-
chemistry. This effort is being led by Anthony
Remijan (see associated Newsletter article) and
includes members from all the interested international
institutions, including JPL, llerschel, Illinois, NIST,
Manchester, Koln, and others.

ALMA commissioning is imminent, and early science
soon after. The NAASC staff are available for presen-
tations on ALMA capabilities, status, and science at

North American institutions. Please contact the under-
signed if you are interested in a visit by a NAASC
staff member.

Chris Carilli
ccarilli(anrao. edu

ALMA's Lab Testing Moves to the Field

As the physical plant in Chile grows in preparation for
the arrival of the first antennas in 2007, the electronics
has moved from laboratory testing to field testing.
The components of ALMA have been extensively test-
ed in the laboratory, first in Tucson and more recently
at the Array Operations Center (AOC) in Socorro. The
controlled conditions of the lab provided engineers and
scientists with an opportunity to test the timing, phase
and amplitude stability, robustness, and other qualities
of the backend electronics. With the lab goals
achieved, the elements of the backend are in the
process of being moved to the two remaining prototype
antennas at the Antenna Test Facility (ATF) near the
VLA. There they will be integrated with remaining
components of the prototype ALMA system to provide

preliminary astronomical data on its performance.

Itolography using the system that will be used during
Q2 2007 in Chile at the Operations Support Facility
(OSF) is in its final stages at the ATF. This system has
been installed on the Vertex antenna. The holography
system tests a complete system as it will be installed in
Chile, including data collection in an ALMA format,
storage in an ALMA archive, and retrieval from the
archive for analysis. I olography images of the anten-
na surface will be compared with photogrammetric
measurements for verification.

Meanwhile, at the NRAO Technology Center (NTC) in
Charlottesville, cartridges for ALMA Bands 3 (3 mm),
6 (1.3 mm) and 7 (.85 mm) have been installed in the
dlewar with all their associated electronics. The
Band 9 cartridge will be installed shortly to comprise
the first ALMA Front lnd incorporating all receiver
elements. After a period of testing at the North
American Front End Integration Center at the NTC,
this first Front End will be integrated into the prototype
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system at the ATF in New Mexico. After testing there it

will be shipped to the OSF in Chile for integration into

the first production antenna for testing on the sky. Also

at the NTC, work continues on the second quadrant of'

the ALMA correlator, which will be populated with

tunable filter bank (TFB) cards produced in France to

increase the flexibility of the correlator. The first quad-

rant, running at the NTC for many months, will be

retrofitted with TFBs. During early 2007 work will

begin on moving the correlator to the Technical Building

at the Array Operations Site, its permanent home.

A Workshop on Water Vapor Radiometry (WVR) was

held in October at Wettzell, Germany to exchange and

compare information among the astronomical, meteo-

rological and geodetic communities. R. R. ills presented

interim results from the prototype Al.MA WVRs,

deployed at the Smithsonian Millimeter Array on

Mauna Kea. The correction is meeting the ALMA

specifications under good conditions. I lowever the

comparison between observed interferometer phase

and that inferred from the WVRs was limited in good

conditions by a mismatch between the radiometer

designed for the ALMA system
and the SMA system in which is

was deployed. A better match has
been achieved and measurements
continue on Mauna Kea.

Preparations proceed for the arrival

of the elements of ALMA in Chile,
and for their Assembly, Integration,
Verification (AIV), Commissioning,
and Operation. Many of the AIV

staff have been hired and have

commenced training at various
ALMA sites around the world. As
ALMA's focus shifts to Chilean

operations over the next years, the
staff will outgrow the current
offices in Santiago. A Call for

end ofconstructlion. Tender for a more permanent
tansport] r (ecielr

Santiago home for ALMA, to be

located adjacent to ESO, is being
prepared. Several key Operations

posts are being filled: the tHead of

Administration and Ilead of Science Operations are

already working on planning a smooth transition from

construction to operations over the next few years.

The training of the next generation of scientists and

engineers also continues; about 138 attended a school

on interferometry in D)ecember held at the Universidad
(atolica in Santiago. As the current round of schools
featuring use of ALMA closes with the winter school
in Tokyo in January, nearly 600 young astronomers

will have been introduced to the ALMA system and its

promise of transformational science.

Much of the ALMA equipment arrives at the OSF
where it receives its first level of testing and integra-
tion. The heart of this activity is in the 0SF Technical
Building (OSF TB), well under construction now on
the site and the focus of a fixed webcam, linked to
www.alma.in f. The antennas first arrive at the indi-
vidual contractor's Site Ierection Facilities (SlIF).
Construction of the first of these, for the Vertex antenna,
is well under way 27 containers of construction
materials arrived in I)cember from Texas and are

being installed.
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While the OSF TB proceeds toward first quarter 2008
completion, AIV activities will be conducted from a
temporary building at the OSF. which was completed
in November. One of the first activities testing the

production antennas will be holography; the tower for

the holography transmitter is also nearing completion.

The very active construction on the site now involves
over 300 people. This number will grow as ALMA
grows, so expansion of the already full camps currently
on the site is being pursued.

Final outfitting of the 16,57() foot elevation Array

Operations Site Technical Building (A()S TB) is well

unlder way, with the installation of the IVAC (heating,
ventilating and air conditioning) systems just completed.

By the time this article appears, the building will be
completely enclosed, powered by a temporary genera-
tor, and connected to the (OSF via an interim link.
Nearby, the design of the road and fiber network at the
AOS is nearing final stages, includirng the design of the
outerllost antenna station network. .Just north of the

TIh
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Figure 2. W k on the bhuilding ir the

AOS, preparations are being finalized

for installation of the stations for the
central stations of the array, its most

compact configuration.
Al Wootlen

Transitions

At its November meeting, the ALMA
Board welcomed several new members
to the ALMA Science Advisory
Committee (ASAC), while thanking
several members for their service during

- the past three years. Jean Turner

- . (UCLA) and Christine Wilson

S - (McMaster University) have provided

. the ALMA Board advice for many

v has bun in years; both have chaired the

tc ALAIA camp Committee. Joining the ASAC will be

Jacqueline van Gorkom (Columbia)
and Douglas Johnstone (HIA).

Todd Ilunter arrived in Charlottesville from the
Smithsonian Submillimeter Array at the Center for
Astrophysics. At NRA() he will work on both the
Green 1Bank Telescope and ALMA. Robert Reid
arrived as an ALMA postdoc in Charlottesville from
the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO)
in Penticton. Antonio Ilales joined the Charlottesville
ALMA group from University College London, where
he recently completed his dissertation on the circumn-
stellar environments of stars with infrared excesses.

ALMA is operated by the Elxecutives through the Joint
ALMA Observatory in Santiago. Key staff positions
recently filled include the Head of Administration,
Mr. Russell Smeback, who will join the Santiago staff
in l)eccmber, and the I lead of Science Operations. At
ESO, Thomas Wilson has left the position of Iuropean
Project Scientist to join the ()ffice of the I)irector
(General: Robert Laing is filling the post of lEuropean
Project Scientist during the interim.

A/ iollcl
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ALMA Working Group on Spectral
Line Frequencies and

The Molecular Spectroscopy
Database (Splatalogue)

2 1,q generation
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and millimeter/submillimeter observatories

(e.g. EVLA, ALMA, and Herschel) will

require extensive resources to help identify

the thousands of spectral line transitions that

will undoubtedly be present toward numerous

astronomical objects including high and low

mass star forming regions, protoplanetary

nebulae and comets. The abundance of

spectral line features at millimeter/submil-

limeter wavelengths present toward high

mass star forming regions is already apparent

with recent work done with the CSO and

APEX toward Orion. Thus, in order to pro-

vide the astronomical community with the

tools needed to conduct research in spectral

line astrophysics, the ALMA Working (iroup

on Spectral Line Frequencies (AWG(SLF)
was convened on Thursday, July 27, 2006.

The AWGSLF mission statement is:

"The ALMA Wo)rking Group on Spectral Line

F'requencies is de/icalted to g,,enlctaig cu

collted an/ rulioniliced e(dlat(cus.c of .vpc' raul

line .fi/rquenc'es, ltransitions, un( line' srengihs.v

fi'on radio to in/i-ared wa1'u/eng ths hat 'an he

/fi'ely, acc.vsse uicl urSe I ' l (' cnire islo-

nomical connunilt' interesled in1 sp/ect ral line

u.vlrolhyvics. "

To that end, the charter members and present chairs

the AWG(SLI, Anthony J. Remijan of NRA()

C('harlottesville and Andrew J. Markwick-Kemper of

the University of Manchester have developed the

Molecular Spectroscopy Database (Splataloguc).

Splatalogue is an attempt to collate. rationalize, and
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extend existing spectroscopic resources for use by the
astronomical community. The Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL) database, the Cologne Database of

Molecular Spectroscopy (('I)MS) and the Lovas/
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
database provide an enormous alounlt of data col-

lecting the data in all three online databases together

generates over 3.5 million transition data entries across

almost 700 molecular species. As part of the AItMA
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and EVLA scientific plans, one of the main goals of

telescope operations is that each new instrument be

easy to use by a "novice" observer. Thus, a molecular

spectroscopy database needs to be available that is as

descriptive as possible in the way it represents molecu-

lar, atomic, and recombination line transitions.

Currently, the databases that are used for this search,
the JPL and CDMS databases, do not describe transi-

tions in the most user-friendly way, and where the

catalogs overlap, these descriptions are not in general

consistent and have to be compared and resolved to be
made so. Furthermore, the Lovas/NIST database tabu-
lates only observed interstellar transitions, but it does
provide the user with a much better representation of

molecular transitions by using a full description.

One of the main goals of the Splatalogue is to update

the procedure by which a user searches for spectral

lines--the Splatalogue will contain at least one exam-

ple of every detected line. The linelists on which the

Splatalogue builds are primarily ordered by species,
then by frequency. The Splatalogue is different it is

ordered by species, then by transition, which is more

sensible. In this way, every observation, calculation

or measurement of a transition can be easily cross-

referenced against that table. So you can ask for e.g.

CII 3CN 4(3)-3(3) and see all the entries for that

species/transition, be they observation, measurement,

or calculation. Furthermore, it is the goal of the

members of the AW(iSLF to provide the astronomical

community a prioritized list of frequencies for the most

common molecules and their transitions based on what

the AW(iSLF believes to the most accurate measure-

ment of that transition as well as to assist the observer

in deciding which molecular species and transitions are

astronomically relevant.

From a querying point-of-view, the Splatalogue has two
major modes of operation one user-friendly, the other
application-friendly. The former is a Pll I based web
interface, an example of which is shown in Table 1.
The latter returns results of IVOA-compliant queries in
VO-table XML. Clearly there is scope for other data
formats as well.

Service is also designed to be fuilly extensible. The
interface between the Splatalogue and the ALMA
Archive is key, but extension from within the astro-
nomical spectroscopy community itself will also be
possible and encouraged. We are collaborating with
the ALMA Archive group to ensure that the
Splatalogue and the Archive can communicate and
share spectral line data with as much flexibility as
possible. We envision updating the Archive with new

spectral line data by using the timestamp field of
Splatalogue (which shows when a given entry was
created) in conjunction with the time of the last update
the Archive received.

Currently, meetings are taking place between the
members of the AWGSLF. The minutes of each
meeting and the current progress taking place in the
AWGSLF and with Splatalogue can be found at
hll): //wikio. nrao. edi/hin/view/ALMA/

ALMA WorkingGroulpSpec(trailLinelFrequencies.

Finally, the initial public release of Splatalogue is

planned for December 31, 2006 and it will exist at
ttll.://wiw..slatatl/oguc. net. Furthermore, it is the

intention of the members of the AWGSLF, NRAO,
and ALMA to continue work on updating and

maintaining the Splatalogue as new astronomical and

laboratory data become available. In general, a new

species or a re-measured species will be added no later
than one week upon receipt of the new data from the
laboratory community and after the public release.
Overall the agreement by almost all the laboratory
spectroscopists contacted in North America to work on
updating the Splatalogue is very encouraging and we
anticipate worldwide cooperation for this effort.

For fulrther information about Splatalogue or the
AW(iSLF, please contact Anthony Remijan:
alr'r/flaa(lU nr(n'1ao. dt or Andrew Markwick-Kemper:

antrcewn1ka gi1ail.com.

Anlhonv .J. Rein jan
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EXPANDED VERY LARGE ARRAY

Current Project Status

Eight antennas are in various stages of retrofit to the
EVLA design. Five EVLA antennas (13, 14, 16, 18,
and 24) are now used in routine VLA observations.
These antennas account for over 13 percent of VLA
antenna-hours devoted to astronomical observations.
Antenna 26 is undergoing tests and is expected to con-
tribute to routine array observations by the end of
November 2006. Electronics outfitting on Antenna 23
is nearly complete, and it should return to operations in
December 2006. The mechanical overhaul of Antenna
17 is well underway. Outfitting the antenna with elec-
tronics will commence when its mechanical overhaul is
complete in December 2006.

The prototype of an EVLA design for the 3-bit, 4 G(I z
sampler was completed. The EVLA design is based on
the commercially available Rockwell RAI)-006 digitizer
chip. The sampler circuit board was built and tested.
Laboratory tests show that the sampler meets project
specifications.

The delivery of the WIDAR correlator has been
delayed because of errors in the fabrication of its print-
ed circuit boards. Fortunately, the fabrication errors
have been corrected, and no further delays due to the
fabrication process are expected. The baseline board,
which carries the correlator chips, is now being tested
at the DRA( in Penticton, British Columbia.
Prototypes of the correlator's fanout board, station
board, and common backplane are scheduled to be
delivered to the DRA() in early to mid December
2006. On-the-sky tests of the prototype correlator are
scheduled for February 2008, and the full board instal-
lation and testing of the final corrclator at the VILA site

is scheduled to begin in March 2009.

A correlator ftce-to-face meeting was held in Socorro

on October 31 November 1, 2006. The meeting
allowed I VIA project personnel to meet with their

(Canadian colleagues to discuss and resolve correlator-

related issues. lopics discussed at the mneeting included
correlator board testing, softw\are needed for on-the-sky

tests of the prototype correlator, format of correlator

output data, correlator installation plans, and the
monitor and control system for the correlator's

electrical power.

The fire protection system for the correlator shielded
room consists of an F:M200 gas suppressant system
and a conventional water sprinkler system as a backup.
The IM200 system was accepted from the contractor
in October 2006, and it was placed in operation, with
the exception that the FM200 storage tanks will remain
electrically disconnected from the system until the
correlator arrives. The NRA() safety department is

coordinating training sessions with the FM200 contrac-

tor to train NRAO personnel on the operation and
mnaintenance of the system. The water sprinkler

system is complete and operational.
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Fabrication of the feed horns for EVLA receivers con-
tinues at a brisk pace. The assembly of all 4-8 G(Iz
feed horns is complete. A vendor is fabricating the
26-40 GHz feed horns, and the delivery of the compo-

nents for these horns is expected to be complete in
November 2006. Project plans call for twenty 1-2 (GHz
feed horns to be complete by September 2007, and
16 of these have been fabricated to date (Figure 1).

The prototype EVLA 1 2 Gilz receiver with its new
wideband orthomode transducer (OMT) was installed
on Antenna 14 in late October 2006. On-antenna tests

of the receiver are underway. Fabrication drawings for
the OMT were completed, and bids for OMT produc-

tion will be solicited.

The design for the 1 2 (iHz OMT was scaled for use
at 4 8 GHz. Two prototype 4- 8 GtIz OMTs have been
fabricated and are undergoing RF" tests in the laboratory.

The mechanical design of the 26 40 (illz receiver
was completed. A three dimensional drawing of the
receiver was used to optimize component placement

with the goal of minimizing insertion loss in the signal
path (Figure 2). Fabrication drawings of receiver com-

ponents were submitted to the VLA machine shop, and
the assembly of a prototype receiver will begin in

December 2006.

Antenna testing identified signal isolation problems in

the baseband downconverter. The problems were
resolved by adding an isolation amplifier and installing

board covers with RF-absorbing material in the IF
section of the module. The downconverter modules

will be complete with the installation of gain-slope

equalizing filters, which are currently under develop-

ment at the NRA() Central DIevelopment Laboratory.

Occasional, unpredictable phase jumps have been

reported on VLA-EVLA baselines. The jumps occur
most at frequency changes, but have been obsered inll
the middle of scans as well (see the web page on using
retrofitted EVIA antennas with the I:VlA at /h111/:
www. i/a.n'uatuo.cdi/ ,o uides rctl,'c/ l ur-'n ). [hec
source of the phase jumps is unknow n, but may be due

to a subtle interface issue between VI.VLA and VLA

I lurc 2. Acha'nic al ck'sn of the 2( 4( (iii: ;cceive:

hardware or software systems. Additional antenna
tests are being conducted to determine the source of
the phase jumps.

The monitor and control (M&C) group achieved a
significant milestone in September 2006 by installing a
new controller for the VLA correlator. The controller
allows the EVLA M&(' system to control the VLA
correlator. The milestone represents a significant step
in the transition from the VLA M&( system to the
EVLA M&(' system.

The (Cilic al )esi gn Rcview for the lVLA M&C tran-
sition system was held on l)ecember 5 6, 2006.

l'he hardware board for what is termed the "visibility

pipe" is being wire-wrapped. The visibility pipe is the
means by which data from the VLA correlator will be
distributed within the tIVLA M&C system. Software

development f-or the visibility pipe has started, and
testing should begin in DIecember 2006.
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Hardware was acquired to support the ESO/ALMA

Next Generation Archive System (NGAS). It was

installed at the Array Operations Center (AOC) in

Socorro, and will be used within the VLA/VLBA/GBT

archive storage and access system as a test of how

NGAS will be applicable for the EVLA.

A third release of the VLA/GBT Proposal Submission

Tool (PST) was made in time for the October 2, 2006

proposal deadline. For the first time, the VLA and

GBT were supported within a single online tool (the

PST), marking the beginning of a new era in which the

NRAO has common, Observatory-wide software tools.

The VLA/GBT PST is the prototype for the EVLA

PST. The only changes necessary for the EVLA PST

will be the definition of hardware setups, which require

only relatively modest additions to the current code.

Internal releases of the Observation Preparation Tool

(OPT) continue to be made. The OPT will replace the

fiinctionality of the present OBSIERVE and JObserve

programs, and permit straightfbrward dynamic sched-

uling for the EVLA. The OPT now uses the Source,

Scan, and Scheduling Block models. Testing of the

OPT with the AOC scientific staff began in earnest,

allowing very early input on the ftiunctionality and the

look-and-feel of the tool.

A charter was developed for a Science Advisory Group

for the EVLA (SAGE), and members are being

recruited. The group will advise the NRAO Director

and the VLA/VLBA Assistant Director on science

priorities for the EVLA including the definition and

implementation of first scientific user observing

modes, the definition and implementation of "first

science" programs with the EVLA, and the priority

ranking of any possible descope options for the project.

Where appropriate, SA(GE members may participate in

the initial development and testing of scientific user

capabilities on the EVLA. The SA(iE is expected to

be a conduit between the NRA() and the North

American and international science community for the

dissemination of information pertaining to the status

and progress of tVLA scientific developments and

user capabilities.
lark M\lc"Kinnoln

Observing with EVLA Antennas

As reported in the previous issue of this Newsletter,
EVLA antennas are now included in astronomical

observations by default. As of this writing (late

November 2006), five antennas are included (13, 14,
16, 18, and 24), with a sixth (26) to follow at the end

of November 2006, and a seventh (23) in December

2006. There continue to be a number of caveats of

which observers need to be aware:

1. We occasionally see phase jumps between

VLA and EVLA antennas. While we are work-

ing hard at solving this problem, we advise all

observers to calibrate more firequently (at least

once every 20 minutes) and at every change in

frequency.

2. Online Doppler tracking is incompatible

between the VLA and EVLA antennas. Spectral

line observers should check the "evlareturn"

web page (URL below) tbr information on how

to observe in fixed frequency mode.

3. Round-trip phase correction does not yet

work for EVLA antennas. This affects only very

few astrometric-type observations.

4. Not all receiver systems are available on the

EVLA antennas. We are actively working on

adding 4 and P-Band capabilities; one antenna

already has P-Band working, and we expect all

EVLA antennas will allow 4 and P-Band observ-

ing by late spring 2007. There are no plans to

outfit EVLA antennas with U-Band receivers

until late in the project.

The latest information is available at h1i)p://
1ww1r.la.nra1o.edu/as!dtiwui.de.sa/er/aritrn/.

R. A. Perler and G .Tian Moor-sel
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New EVLA K-Band Receivers 0.900

0.800
New EVLA K-Band receivers are now

available on six antennas. These 0.700

receivers are usable over a much wider 0.600
range of frequencies than their prede-

0.500
cessors. EVLA observations have 0.500

been made at frequencies spanning the -0.400
full new EVLA K-Band range from 18

0.300 --
to 26 GHz, with a 250 MHI-z incre-
ment, alternating between an empty 0.200

field and a nearby strong calibrator.
0.100

The graph shows the rms (in arbitrary

units) of the data as function of fre- 0.000
18000

quency. The apparent slope in the

central part is due to a combination of

increasing system temperature as a

fiunction of frequency, decreasing aper-

ture efficiency, and the (unknown) spectral index of the

calibrator used. All five antennas equipped with the

new K-Band receivers were included; since these

measurements were made a sixth antenna has also been

20000 22000 24000 26000
Frequency (MHz)

77, rims (in arhitrarui units) ofth' data as im'ution f/ircquencv.

outfitted with a new K-Band receiver. We are currently
refining these tests and will report further in a future
issue.

Gustaaf ~ran Moorlscl

END TO END OPERATIONS

Update on the CASA System

Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) is

a software system for the reduction, display, and analy-

sis of radio-astronomical data. The present CASA

effort builds upon the libraries developed by the AII'S i-i

consortium, and we are now providing a completely

revised user interthce using a Python iPython interface
(htlt//wwnt''l 'lhon.org/" hp: l./lrthon. s'ip.org/

moini/Aou/l). The software development is focused

on new fimnctionality needed for the ALMA and
EVLA telescopes.

CASA is currently in Alpha release in which the basic
Python interface and user syntax are being developed.
During this stage, it is undergoing testing by scientists
internal to the AIMA/FLVLA projects and also by

the ALMA Pipeline subsystem (approximately ten

astronomers) for algorithmic development. We expect
that the core functionality will be implemented after
tests and usage by the ALMA/IVLA projects in
l)ecember 2006 and March 2007.

We will then produce a Beta release in the third quarter
of 2007, and we plan to expand the pool of scientists
using CASA for research, drawn primarily from the
AILMA and EVLA projects but also including external

researchers. In addition to improving the user interface

and efficiency of ('ASA, we will concentrate on the

development and testing of the algorithms which will

be needed by I'VLA and AI.MA. This will require

close cooperation between the computer scientists and
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astronomers. We anticipate a full public release in
2008. Those wishing to participate in testing prior to

the public release should contact the ALMA/EVLA

Computing Project Scientists (ALMA: Debra Shepherd

dshepher(runrao.edu; EVLA: Michael Rupen

mrupen( nrao. edli).

In the second quarter of 2007, an ALMA/EVLA data

simulator, built upon the CASA interface and function-

ality, will provide data to determine the expected

image quality and to test the more advanced algorithms

needed by ALMA and EVLA.

The CASA web page (httlp://casa.nrao.edu) can be

viewed for updated plans and other information about

the system.

Joe McMullin

Transition to the Virtual Observatory
(VO) Facility

Since 2001, staff from many astronomical facilities

have worked together to develop the concepts, form

standards and protocols, and build prototype scientific
applications that take advantage of data from diverse
collections.

As the Virtual Observatory (VO) demonstration
project comes to an end in 2007, it will be necessary
to provide an operational mechanism to support the
standards, protocols and tools that have been devel-
oped. To make the VO a truly useful scientific resource
with wide appeal, researchers must be able to access
VO services that have been rigorously tested, reviewed,
and documented. This will be the focus of the new

VO facility, which will emerge over the next year and
(much like the VO project) be widely distributed
through the University community and astronomical
facilities. The NRAO's data archive system currently
employs technologies developed by the VO, such as
Simple Image Access Protocol (SIAP), and continues
to explore others to enhance access to data and images
from NRAO telescopes. As a result, the NRAO will
remain committed to supporting the VO as it transi-
tions from a project to full operations.

N. M. Radziwill and R. Hanisch

GREEN BANK

Green Bank Telescope Azimuth Track Project

Components are in production for the remediation of

the azimuth track next summer. Project team members

from G(reen B3ank have made several visits to inspect

base plates being rolled at Mittal Steel's Coatesville,

PA mill. Material properties of the plates greatly

exceed the NRAO's minimum specifications. Over

half of the plates have now arrived at Continental Field

System's Savannah, (GA shop for machining, and to

be welded together in pairs before shipment to
(reen flank.

FEMCO Machine Company in Punxsutawney, PA is
machining the threaded connectors that will be used to
fasten the base plates and wear plates together, as well
as providing the nuts. Almost half of the connectors
have been machined, and all of the nuts have been pro-
duced.

Seven splice plates were also manufactured by
FEMC() and delivered to the site. Forty-one of the
existing plates will be refurbished and reinstalled next
SUlmler.
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Wear plates are in production at Oliver Steel
Company, and by the time of the publication
of this newsletter should be ready for
inspection by the project team and by
Gadsden Tool Company, which will
perform the final machining.

The Green Bank project team is also
working with the field service companies----
Continental Field Systems and General
Dynamics/Vertex RSI -- to orchestrate the
outage work for next summer and develop
an integrated schedule. The goal is to
perform all of this work in May-July, with
August set aside for contingency and
antenna re-commissioning.

B. Anderson anl D. Egal

Limited 07B Trimester Observing Call after
Summer 2007 Track Work

The GBT will have a restricted call for proposals
for the upcoming 07B trimester. Due to the track
shutdown, the total time available will be limited,
with the telescope available only from approximately
mid-August through September 2007. As we will be
recommissioning the antenna systems, observations
will be performed on a shared-risk basis only (i.e.
unsuccessful observations will not be rescheduled).

During this period we will be prototyping ideas for a
new dynamic scheduling system for the (iBT. As a
result, observers who propose for this period should be
willing to participate in testing the dynamic scheduling
system. Further information on (IBT dynamic sched-
uling will be made available in spring 2007. The
complete call for proposals, along with a list of all
receivers and backends available for this call, will be

emailed to the gbtnews exploder and made available on
the (IBT website in early January.

R. PIresivtag, and K. ( 'Veil

1:unnwh Track JUL/Iln cic )Ill)I'Icibs E-acn (in 'c/low hard lhat) ins~pccliig the firsti
sl! of/U thcU ew WI hra horse l~tcs at Alit/! SlCC! in (ol('YilC. P.

GBT Instrumentation Update

Penn Array: On September 26, 2006, the GBT had
first light at 90 GI Iz with MUSTANG (the Multiplexed
SQUID/TS Array for Ninety Gigahertz, formerly
known as the Penn Array). This is a 64-pixel TES
bolometer array designed to make high-resolution
continuum images with the GBT. This is the first use
of a multi-pixel imaging array on the telescope and the
highest frequency at which the (GBT has collected data.
In an engineering run lasting fi-om mid-September
through the end of October, data were collected
which have enabled the project team to verify basic
finctionality of the receiver optics, cryogenics, I)AQ
electronics, and software. Thie G(BT proved to be a
reliable platform for diagnostic 90 GHlz observations

and shows an aperture efficiency (about ten percent),
which is consistent with what is expected from holo-
graphic surf hee accuracy measurements. Even with

such a low aperture efficiency the (;BT has a collecting
area comparable to the largest millimeter facilities

presently in operation. D)uring the upcoming year the

MUSTANG team will work to improve the robustness

and sensitivity of the receiver, concurrent with a

planned campaign of antenna improvements in
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Green Bank, and aims to return for a system commis-

sioning and early science run in Fall/Winter 2007/2008.

The NRAO's first millimeter-wave astronomy

was done in Green Bank using a bolometer in

November 1962 by Frank Low, the 2006 Jansky

lecturer. MUSTANG was funded by the NRAO's

Universities Instrumentation Program: the collaboration

includes the University of Pennsylvania, NASA

Goddard Space Flight Center, NIST, Cardiff

University, and the NRAO.

S. Dicket; P Korngiut, a/d B. Mason

Upgrade to the C-Band Receiver: We have been
having reliability problems with the Model 22 cryo-

genic refrigerator used in the ('-Band receiver. This

fall, we replaced the refrigerator with a Model 350

which is more reliable and has greater cooling capacity.

The refrigerator upgrade had a nice side effect: the

system temperature across the receiver's band is now

15 20 K, an improvement from the 22 30 K before

the modifications. The reduction in system temperature

corresponds to about a factor of two reduction in inte-

gration time needed to get to a given noise level.

15

62o06'00"
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30"

15"
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Right Ascension (J2000)

A (G;T 3miun continlumn i/mage of the W3 main stlam forming region

acquired with MUSTANG. The mlo/holog/ is. similar to that seen in

an 8 GLlA I (! 1 o(/ simihlar resolution. su gges ting that at 90 GI:

i'e -free emission still dominates over thermal dust emission. ()ata

Pr'ocessing and image coulrtesv of ill ('otlon.).

The extra cooling capacity allowed us to cool the

receiver OMT to 20 K, compared to 80 K previously.

Because the OM'T is now cooled to the same tempera-

ture as the cryogenic amplifiers, there's no need for
thermal isolation between the OMT and amplifiers,
allowing us to eliminate a section of coaxial cable
between the two. Both of these changes reduced the
noise contribution before the amplifiers.

The change in refrigerator is the first phase of our plans
for this receiver. The second phase will probably be
completed next summer and will be aimed at improving
the receiver's baseline performance by increasing the
level of integration in the room temperature electronics,
eliminating most coaxial interconnections, and using
shorter transmission lines. C'-Band is being used as a
test bed for possible future enhancements to other
receivers.

R. J. Simon, R. D). Norrod, andR. .1. Machdalenal
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Ka- and Q-Band Receivers: As reported in previous

newsletters, we have been trying to mitigate the

intermittent, irregular baseline structures in the GBT

Ka-Band (26-- 40 GlHz) and Q-Band (40- 50 G(ilz)

receivers. We have also upgraded the Q-Band system

so that both feeds and polarizations will have good

system temperatures from 40 to above 49 GHz.

Both receivers went through extensive lab tests in late

summer and early fall and then were installed on

schedule in October. At the time of writing (late

November) we are conducting astronomical commis-

sioning of the receivers, which will not be completed

before mid December. The commissioning time is

being shared by these tests and commissioning of the

Penn Array and Zpectrometer.

While the receivers were in the lab, we used the new

Lab Spectrometer, a miniature clone of the GBT

Spectrometer, to test various aspects of the receiver

modifications, including ways to mitigate the baseline

problems. Without the Lab Spectrometer, it would

have been either impractical to investigate baseline

problems or our tests would have been greatly pro-

longed. The Lab Spectrometer should prove usefiul for

helping us better test other receivers while they are still

in the lab and thereby reduce the time needed to test

receivers after they are on the telescope.

The modifications to Ka-Band included tightening up

loose waveguide joints and installing absorber within

the dewar. We also reconfigured parts of the RF/IF

section, exchanged locations of the card cage, and have

gone to a constant current phase switch driver. As

described in previous articles, Ka-Band is a correlation

receiver. The changes have greatly increased the sta-

bility of the Ka-Band receiver, resulting in significant

improvements in its use in traditional beam-switched

observations. The continuum performance of the
receiver has also significantly improved. Hlowever the
receiver's performance as a correlation receiver is still
compromised. We plan to look further into this issue

during the spring/summer 2007.

We have isolated the intermittent, irregular baseline
structure in Q-Band to the first stage amplifiers and
found that these effects are somehow coupled with

other components within the dewar. Most of the
improvements to Q-Band came from taking great care
in our choice of amplifiers and in the installation of
absorber in the dewar. We cannot employ fast switch-
ing for Q-Band since it is not a correlation receiver.

Our 'before and after' lab tests with both receivers

showed that we are no longer seeing baseline changes
on short time scales with ripple frequencies between
10 and 40 MHz. Some of our tests included runs of

typically 4 to 6 hours with warm and cold loads. After
averaging, the noise remained within 20 percent of the-
oretical across the central few hundred MHz of the

spectra. The lab tests show that the remaining base-
lines now seem to be similar to those we get from all

our other receivers. Our tests also show that we have
successfully extended the useful frequency coverage of
Q-Band.

Although our ability to test receivers in the lab is much

better than ever before, lab tests are not sufficient. The
effects of a varying atmosphere and a cold sky cannot
be mimicked well in the lab. At this time we do not

have any astronomical results for Q-Band. Our prelim-

inary results for Ka-Band show baseline structures that,
although improved from last year, still seem to be

significant. We are exploring various calibration

algorithms that might improve Ka-Band's baselines.

If our commissioning tests are successful, we expect to
schedule Ka- and Q-Band projects this winter, giving
priority to those projects that have been waiting the
longest for these imnprovements.

R. J. Maddulena, R. D. Norrm/, G N. Aiderson,
G K. atts. 1). S. /Balsex; L. AMo.i' and ). .1. Pisano

Zpectromneter: The Zpectrometer is an ultra-wideband

cross-correlation spectrometer that analyzes the entire

output band of the Ka-Band receiver at modest
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(150 km/s) resolution. Its main target is searches for

low-J CO lines from galaxies at z > 2, taking advan-

tage of the correlation receiver architecture's stability

compared with total-power receivers. This project is a

University-NRAO collaboration funded by an NSF

grant to the University of Maryland. In September, as

planned, the Maryland group brought the correlator to

Green Bank, where it had several days of successful

testing in the lab with the Ka-Band receiver and passed

its RFI testing in the anechoic chamber. The instru-

ment followed the Ka-Band receiver onto the telescope

in October, where it is installed next to the receiver on

the GBT receiver turret. Commissioning work in

November included complete system integration with

the GBT's observing and data acquisition system,

system tests on the sky, and test astronomical spectra.

The Maryland group and NRAO staff are analyzing

data from the lab and telescope to identify the source

of baseline structure in the spectra; the current focus

is on imbalances within the Ka-Band receiver. The

baseline structure is non-ideal systematic structure that

currently prevents the system from reaching its full

potential as a correlation spectrometer.

A. Harris andl K. L. O 'Neil

Green Bank Workshop on Future Instrumentation for the GBT

On September 7, 8, and 9, 2006, a

workshop was held in Green Bank

which brought together more than
60 engineers and scientists to con-

sider the scientific and technical

drivers for future instrumentation

for the GBT. It was an exciting

and productive meeting, in part

because it mixed interested parties

from diverse backgrounds. The

Workshop was motivated by the

need to consider the next genera-
tion of GBT instruments in view of

our experience with the current

instruments, the changing

demands of the science, and

recent technical developments. ---

Besides equipment built by Particil u(1s at tin' ( anc/t Ink I'iorkshop on Flutre histrain) lltion )rll the ( T cXvamine the

NRAO staff, there have been a te/.cI ac tive ./ariue.

number of instruments developed

for the (iBT in cooperation with

university groups, and we are The Workshop included sessions on the high-frequency
keen to understand future possibilities for collabora- performance of the telescope, bolometer cameras,
tions of this sort and to take advantage of expertise science drivers for focal plane arrays, advances in
wherever it may be fbund. digital techniques, requirements for pulsar detectors,
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highly redshifted lines, planetary radar, receiver tech-
nology, interstellar chemistry, and wideband spec-
troscopy. There were evening sessions on new soft-
ware tools and the prospects for beam-forming focal
plane arrays. A highlight of the Workshop was a tour of

the GBT, allowing participants first-hand experience of
the complexities and delights of the telescope and its

instrumentation. Materials from the workshop,
including some of the presentations, are available on
the Workshop website: http://www.nao.edu/

GBT/ Tfiindex.shtmnl.

Information generated as a result of the Workshop will
be key in forming the GBT development plans for the
next five years. Many, many more excellent projects
were proposed than can be funded in current circum-
stances. Some possible instruments, such as
beam-forming focal-plane arrays, will require consider-
able engineering developments before they are practical,
while others, like some digital detectors or multi-feed
receivers, seem straightforward extensions of existing
technology and can be achieved given the proper
resources. Rick Fisher, the Observatory Technical
Leader, has produced a memo on possible GBT projects
that might be undertaken at the Central Development

Laboratory. We are continuing our efforts to match the
NRAO resources with the most scientifically produc-

tive projects.

Unlike many telescopes, the (G;T was not designed to
have all of its capabilities in place at first light.
Instead, it was envisioned that continued developments
in surface control, servos, pointing, and optics would
allow its operation to progress from the upper limit of

15 (i lz delivered by the contractor to ever higher

frequencies. Work by the Green Bank staff' since first
light has now led to routine operation of the GBT up to
49 GHz at night in benign weather, opening up unique
opportunities for new science. The mechanical per-
formance of the antenna is simply outstanding, and
there is no doubt that given the appropriate resources,
full 3 mm operation is well within our grasp. The recent
Workshop made it clear that the GBT has now reached
its stride as a working telescope, and a relatively
modest program of instrumental development will
produce greatly increased capabilities for the astro-
nomical community.

1: J. Lockman

Fourth NAIC-NRAO School on Single Dish
Radio Astronomy

The Green Bank (NRAO) and Arecibo (NAIC) obser-
vatories are organizing the fourth NAIC-NRAO School
on Single Dish Radio Astronomy. The summer school
will take place from July 8 15, 2007 at the Green
Bank Observatory in Green Bank, West Virginia. It is
intended for students, postdocs, and experts in other
fields of astronomy who would like to explore emerg-
ing techniques and applications of single-dish radio
astronomy.

Details of how to register for the school along with a
preliminary scientific program will be made publicly
available shortly through the Arecibo and (Green Bank
websites ('it:w.nauic.cd u and w',it:ih.nrao. edu).

Lan'y' MorganI
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SOCORRO

VLA Configuration Schedule

Configuration Starting Date Ending Date Proposal Deadline

C 20 Oct 2006 16 Jan 2007 1 Jun 2006
DnC 26 Jan 2007 12 Feb 2007 2 Oct 2006
D 16 Feb 2007 14 May 2007 2 Oct 2006
A 01 Jun 2007 10 Sep 2007* 1 Feb 2007

Note*: For the configuration cycle in 2007/2008 there is, at present, considerable uncertainty about the duration

of each configuration as well as about the ordering of the configurations. This is because of the possibility of
increased observing time for large proposals and because of requirements of EVLA commissioning. The community
will be informed offi ture configuration schedules in upcoming editions of the NRAO Newsletter as well as by email
and on the web.

VLA Proposals

Use of the web-based NRAO Proposal Submission
Tool is required for all VLA proposal submissions;
please see http://www, vla. nrao. edu/astro/prop/vlapst/.
The maximum antenna separations for the four VLA
configurations are A-36 km, B-11 km, C-3 km, and
D-1 km. The BnA, CnB, and DnC configurations are
the hybrid configurations with the long north arm,
which produce a circular beam for sources south of
about -15 degree declination and for sources north of
about 80 degree declination. Some types of VLA
observations are significantly more difficult in daytime
than at night. These include observations at 90 cm
(solar and other interference; disturbed ionosphere,
especially at dawn), deep 20 cm observations (solar
interference), line observations at 18 and 21cm (solar
interference), polarization measurements at L Band
(uncertainty in ionospheric rotation measure), and
observations at 2 cm and shorter wavelengths in B and
A configurations (tropospheric phase variations, espe-
cially in summer). At the beginning of the A configu-

ration in 2007, the Sun will be at an RA of -04h.
Proposers and observers should be mindful of the
impact of EVLA construction, as described at http://
www. aoc. nrao. edu/evla/archive/transition/impact. html.

VLA scheduling takes two forms, fixed date and
dynamic. Some approved proposals will be scheduled
on fixed dates. Other approved proposals will be
accepted for insertion into the VLA dynamic scheduling
queue; for such proposals, information about proposal
priorities, plus the preparation and submission of
observe files, may be found at http://www.aoc.nrao.edu/
-schedsoc/dynvla.shtml. Current and past VLA sched-
ules may be found at http://www.vla.nrao.edu/astro/
prop/schedules/old/.

VLBA and HSA Proposals

Please use the most recent proposal coversheet, which
can be retrieved at http.//www.nrao.edu/administration/
directors_office/vlba-gvlbi.shtml. Proposals in Adobe
Postscript format may be sent to propsoc@nrao.edu.
Please ensure that the Postscript files request U.S. stan-
dard letter paper. Proposals may also be sent by paper
mail, as described at the web address given above.
VLA/VLBA referee reports are distributed to proposers
by email only, so please provide current email address-
es for all proposal authors. Time will be allocated for
the VLBA on intervals approximately corresponding to
the VLA configurations, from those proposals in hand
at the corresponding VLA proposal deadline.
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VLBA proposals requesting antennas beyond the ten-

element VLBA must justify, quantitatively, the benefits

of the additional antennas. VLBA proposals requesting

the High Sensitivity Array (HlSA) described at

http://wwwmnrao.edu/ SA/ need to be sent only to the

NRAO. VLBA proposals requesting the GBT, the
VLA, or Arecibo need to be sent only to the NRAO.

VLBA proposals requesting only one antenna affiliated

with the European VLBI Network (EVN), or requesting

unaffiliated antennas, are handled on a bilateral basis;

the proposal should be sent both to the NRAO and to

the operating institution of the other antenna requested.

Coordination of observations with non-NRAO antennas,
other than members of the EVN, is the responsibility

of the proposer. Any proposal requesting NRAO

antennas and antennas from two or more institutions

affiliated with the EVN is a Global VLBI proposal,
handled as described below.

VLBA scheduling takes two forms, dynamic and fixed

date. Some approved proposals will be accepted for

insertion into the VLBA dynamic scheduling queue; for

such proposals, information about proposal priorities, plus

the preparation and submission of observe files, may be

found at htt.://wwn,:aoc.nrao.edu- schdso /

dyvnamic-memo.shiim. A list of dynamic programs

which are currently in the queue or were recently

observed may be found at htt.p: ww: vlha.urao.edui

astro/schedules/. Other approved proposals will be

scheduled on fixed dates. Any proposal requesting a
non-VLBA antenna is ineligible for dynamic schedul-

ing. Current and past VLBA schedules may be found

at ht11p://wwwiwvlha.nirao.edaustro schedules.

VLBI Global Network Call for Proposals

Proposals for (Global VLBI Network observing are

handled by the NRAO. There are three Global sessions

per year, with up to three weeks allowed per session.
Plans for these sessions are posted at httl:p:
wwwohs.u-hordeau. liivlhi l ' Nicall. htm/nl. Any

proposal requesting NRA() antennas and antennas
from two or more institutions affiliated with the EVN
is a Global proposal, and initm, reach both the t'VN

scheduler and the NRAO on or before the proposal

deadline. P;cposals not in EVN sessions that request
the use of the Socorro correlator must be sent to
NRAO, even if they do not request the use of NRAO
antennas. Similarly, proposals that request the use of
the EVN correlator at JIVE must be sent to the EVN,
even if they do not request the use of any EVN anten-
nas. All requests for use of the Bonn correlator must
be sent to the MPIfR.

Please consult htlp://wv.w ohs. u-hotlearux l.fi/lhi/

EVN/call.hr/il for advice about submission routes for

Global proposals. As of this writing (late November),
it seems likely that submissions will be possible using
either (1) the NorthStar Proposal Tool or (2) the LaTeX
proposal coversheet.

For submission route (2), please use the most recent

proposal coversheet, which can be retrieved at
http://www.nrao.edu/administration/directors _office/

vlha-gvlhi.shtml. Proposals may be submitted electron-
ically in Adobe Postscript format. For Global propos-
als, those to the EVN alone, or those requiring the
Bonn correlator, send proposals to poposcvn(aI

).mpi'/-hoin.ipg . d e . For Global proposals that

include requests for NRAO resources, send proposals
to lopsoc(an rao.edu. Please ensure that the

Postscript files sent to the latter address request U.S.

standard letter paper. Proposals may also be sent by

paper mail, as described at the web address given.
VIA/VIBA referee reports are distributed to proposers
by email only, so please provide current email address-
es for all proposal authors.

(Global VLBI scheduling occurs only on fixed dates.

J. M. Wrohel anll B. ( Clark

sched\oc(a irao.edu

Completion of the VLBA's Transition
to Mark 5

The VILBA's long transition to Mark 5 disk-based

recording has been completed. The ten VLBA stations,
the VIA, and the G(T are now recording all observa-
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tions on Mark 5 disk modules, and a total of 17 units
are available at the VLBA correlator's inputs. All

44 of the VLBA's original operational tape drives have

been decommissioned. The 17-station correlation

capacity is considered adequate for most high-

sensitivity and/or global observations. Thus, it is

anticipated that any tinds available in the immediate

future will be used to expand the media pool, rather

than to buy additional playback units.

The current Mark 5 media pool totals 552 TB, in mod-

ules of varying size. A total of 1880 disk drives were

purchased during 2004 2006, at costs corresponding

closely to an exponential law with a 2.3-year
price-halving time. For our target 30-day recording-

correlation cycle, this media pool would support mean

recording rates of 170 Mbps in full-time operation on

the ten VLBA stations or 142 Mbps for all twelve

NRAO VLBI stations. We have been able to meet

the 30-day goal for most VLBA observations, but

occasional unusual cases, and observations involving

non-VLBA stations, sometimes cause delays in releas-

ing modules for re-use.

Observations at 256- and 512-Mbps rates are both

possible and strongly encouraged, but the required

media resources must be justified in the proposals.

Some minor changes will be required to support

recording and correlation of 512-Mbps observations

using a mixture of VLBA and Mark 4 formatters: we

expect to complete these in time for proposals received

by the February I deadline.

The implementation described above is based on the

Mark 5A system, the only option that currently is filly

operational and in widespread use. There are no plans

to upgrade to the Mark 5B3 system recently released by

Hlaystack Observatory. Mark 51 would enable peak

recording rates of I (ibps but would require expensive

modifications to the VLBA correlator. Any significant

use of a 1-(ibps recording capability would have a

corresponding impact on the media pool and impose

substantial operations costs for correlation. Thus,
Mark 5B would provide insufficient advantages to
warrant its expense until we have been able to expand
the media pool as planned. Furthermore, Mark 5B will
probably not be directly compatible with fiiture, wider-
band observing and correlation options currently being
developed.

. I. IRomnev

VLA and VLBA Observational Status
Summaries

New versions of the VLA and VLBA Observational
Status Summaries have been completed and are
available from the NRAO web sites. These documents
are the basic references to the VLA and VLBA, con-
taining a great deal of background and reference
material on each array. The VLA Observational Status
Summary contains considerable new information about

EVLA status and impact on the VLA. See htlp://
wwn. vlia. nro. eduiasroiV/guides/las/current/ for the

html version; Postscript and pdf versions are available
from the same directory under file names vlus.ps and
v'las.pdl respectively.

The VLBA Observational Status Summary has had its
annual update and has considerably fewer changes than
the VLA document. Primary changes are those related
to the change from tape to disk recording and playback
at the correlator, as well as a new section on filture

VLBA developments. The VLBA document is avail-
able in the directory htt .p:/iwr'n:vlha.lrao.edu

asivo/obhs lttus/tcurrent/, with respective file names

olss..um.html/, ohssumn.vs and ohssunl.pd/ ftor the html,

Postscript, and pdf versions.

Please notify the undersigned of any mistakes that are
found in the Observational Status Summaries, for

correction in future editions.

./. S. LU/estad
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EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH

NRAO's Press Office is Here to Help You

Your outstanding proposal won you observing time on

one of NRAO's telescopes, you got great results, and

you've put the finishing touches on the paper you're

submitting to a journal. You're about to send the paper

off to the editor, with copies to your collaborators.

There's one other place you should consider sending

that paper--the NRAO Public Information Officer.

We may want to feature your work in an NRAO press

release. Publicizing important and interesting research

results is one of the most effective means of maintaining

public support for this Observatory and for astronomy

in general.

The NRAO press office exists to help you. We can

offer advice about publicity, help in preparing and dis-

tributing press releases, help in developing illustrations

to accompany press releases, and help in preparing for

media interviews and press conferences.

It's important to let us know about your research

results as early as possible. Preparing a press release,

getting it approved by all concerned, and developing

new graphics takes time, and all this must be accom-

plished before the result becomes public through either

publication in a journal or presentation at a scientific

meeting.

Some journals have strict policies about advance pub-

licity of submitted results, but those policies do not

prohibit your advising either the N RAO press oflice or

your own institutional press office about your results.

Indeed, we work within the journals' media embargo

rules on a regular basis and can help you navigate their

sometimes confusting guidelines.

In addition to letting us know about upcoming publica-
tions, don't forget to tell us about presentations at
scientific gatherings such as the American Astronomical
Society (AAS) meetings. Such meetings attract media
attention, and we can help you get some of that atten-

tion for your work.

Your own institution university, observatory, labora-
tory, or other organization-may have its own press
office. The NRAO is happy to join forces with these
press offices to get the word out to the public about
your work. We collaborate with other institutions fre-
quently on news-media relations, and can prepare joint
press releases, independently issued simultaneous
releases, or whatever arrangement works best under the
circumstances.

Let us know what you're doing, so we can help bring

the excitement of cutting-edge research to the public.

Dave Finler
dfin/le l(ro. edllC

2006 NRAO/AUI Radio Astronomy Image
Contest Prizes Awarded

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory and

Associated Universities, Inc. (AUI) are pleased to

announce the winners of the 2006 Radio Astronomy

Image Contest. A total of 13 images were submitted by

ten scientists and artists. The NRA()/AUI wish to

thank all of the participants in this contest for their

submissions.

The entries were labeled with a numlber and the title
supplied by the sender as their sole identification. The
Panel of Judges included Claire C('handler (NRAO),
John Ilibbard (NRAO), Karen O'Neil (NRAO),
Kelsey Johnson (University of Virginia) and Tim Bastian

(NRAO) and was chaired by Juan Uson. Mark Adams,
Assistant Iirector for lP(), attended the meeting as
well, but Adams and Uson abstained from voting.

The winners were notified by email and their images

have been displayed on the NRA() website at hlip:./

11'wn'ltn'./1 u. 'll/iilllU Ul(el//C'Il/'/im x( con '( esV lilauC

ontlCest 2006 I 1'ic's.shlliml with links to the correspon-

ding entries in the NRAO Image (allery. These

inmages are featured in the 2007 NRA() Calendar.
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The Panel met on September 27, 2006 and awarded
prizes to the following images:

First Prize ($1000)

A Majestic Gas Shell Revealed by the
mitted by Jayanne English (University
Canada).

VLA, sub-
of Manitoba,

Second Prize ($500)

THINGS, submitted by Fabian Walter (Max Plank
Institute fuer Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany)

Honorable Mentions ($100 each)

Cassiopeia A at Dusk, submitted by Michael
Bietenholz (York University, Canada)

See Extreme Stars Stretch the Fabric of Space-
Time, submitted by Joeri van Leeuwen (U. British
Columbia)

Supernova 1993J and its Fourier Transform, sub-
mitted by Michael Bietenholz (York University,
Canada)

The VLA at Coma, submitted by Neal Miller
(NRAO and Johns Hopkins)

A Nearby Superbubble in the Night Sky, submitted
by Yurii Pidopryhora (NRAO and Ohio University)

The NRAO and AUI! congratulate the winners and
wish to thank everybody who submitted entries to this
contest. The contest will be held again in 2007. We
look forward to a larger participation and eagerly await
the new submissions.

Juan .s'on

2007 NRAO/AUI Radio Astronomy
Image Contest

Tlhe NRA() invites submissions of images of astronomn-
ical objects to the third annual Radio Astronomy Image
C(ontest. We hope to involve the colmmunity in a
significant way and provide a means to showcase the

community's work through its publication in the Image
Gallery, a yearly calendar, and a series of posters. We
welcome images that display multiwavelength informa-
tion and contain data obtained with any telescope,
however we request that they contain and showcase
radio emission observed with an NRAO telescope.

The prizes are sponsored by Associated Universities,
Inc. (AUI), the NRAO's parent organization, which
will award a first prize, a second prize, a third prize
and up to nine honorable mentions consisting of: First
Prize ($1000); Second Prize ($500); Third Prize
($250); Honorable Mentions ($100 each).

The prizes will be awarded by a panel of scientists
appointed by the NRAO that will include one scientist
who is not a member of the NRAO staff: The mem-
bership of the panel will be made public when the
results of the contest are announced. The deadline for
submission is September 4, 2007. The winners will be
notified by email and announced on the NRAO website
by October 15, 2007.

Details of the contest as well as a sublnission tool
can be found on the NRAO website at: htlp://
1' 1w.nIrao. du/itlge-conles. h m/.

We expect that the contest will add significantly to the
NRAO Image Gallery, which has been on-line since
2002 (htlp://wwmnrao.cedu/imaflgcall//ci/p/

lccl/l.php). The Gallery contains astronomical images
of objects observed with the NRA() telescopes (often
showing multi-wavelength emission) organized by
object classes and can be browsed using a comprehen-
sive Search Tool with links to the NASA Extragalactic
Database (NED), the SIMBAD database, and also to
the corresponding scientific and popular papers. The
Image (;allery includes a web-based submission tool
(http://iiwlu:nraou./chinagegacllei!php/e.t suh.shind).
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Second NRAO Charlottesville Community Open House

NRAO )Depulv Director Phil/ewellh presents a $100 savin"s bhod to

Paul Svverud, C(harlottel'ville resid' nt and s.'ltudent. Pal/ colImp)/'l'd

the "Passport to the Unicverse" cha//nllge and his encth wa Spicked at

random by Director Fred Lo.

Given the success of the inaugural NRAO)

Charlottesville Community Open Hlouse in 2005,
EPO personnel organized the event again this year.

The 2006 Open Ilouse took place at the Observatory's

Edgemont Road facilities fiomin 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

on Sunday, November 5, 2006 and was a great success.

Approximately 900 of our Charlottesville neighbors

and friends, including numerous young persons and

teachers, visited the NRAO to enjoy activities that

included comet-making, StarLab planetarium shows,
ALMA and EVLA exhibits, Ask an Astronomer, Make

a Constellation, Make a Star Wheel, face-painting,
Birthday Star, and more. The extensive high technology

demonstrations and exhibits organized by the Central

Development Lab scientists and engineers were very

popular. Visitors truly enjoyed sampling a taste of ice

cream made from liquid nitrogen. A series of well-

attended half-hour talks included an overview of the

Observatory by Director K.Y. Lo, Public Information

Officer Dave Finley's first-hand account of Pluto's

apparent demotion at the recent IAU (General Assembly
in Prague, Bob Rood's entertaining Search for
Unicorns & Kxtralerrestrial ( ivilizalions, and Crystal

Brogan's thought-provoking talk about supernovae
explosions and remnants. Jim Braatz delighted the
audience with his talk on supermassive black holes,

A lin lforms to take a turn at the miultiple radio and optical tic'scopes

in the /iot parking lot at ithe NRAO4() Edg'enoni Road. faciliu'.

and Scott Ransom concluded the afternoon session

with another of his enthusiastic talks about pulsars,
complete with sound effects.

Members of the Charlottesville Astronomical Society

along with the NRAO staff spent the day demonstrating

multiple radio and optical telescopes in the front

parking lot. The abundant early November sunshine

combined with the excellent instrumentation to provide

many fine learning opportunities and much pleasure for

our guests. Albemarle Amateur Radio Club members

used two High Frequency (IIF) amateur radio rigs and
an IIIF wire dipole antenna to create a high quality
amateur radio station and communicate around the
world. -lam operators demonstrated lI:F communica-
tion and described what it takes to become an amateur
radio operator.

The NRAO HP() program is extremely gratefiul to the
nearly 100 persons who contributed their time and

energy to this Open I louse, including Observatory staff

and family members, several of our University of

Virginia colleagues, as well as members of the

Charlottesville Astronomical Society and the

Albemarle Amateur Radio Club.

M. T. Adams amnd L M. C('lark
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New NRAO General Public Brochure

The NRAO Education and Public Outreach Division
has just published a new, comprehensive brochure that
describes the Observatory's mission and science for the
general public. Free copies of this brochure are avail-
able to interested individuals, institutions, teachers, and
students. Please send your request for copies of this
new NRAO brochure to Mark Adams via e-mail to
mtadams(unrao. edu.

MIark Adams

50th Anniversary Lectures in Socorro

lhbra Sh)epherd ,ivc1s a leccrc at the 50th Inniversariv cclcbratio(
in Socorro.

Socorro Education and Public Outreach was given the

unique opportunity to celebrate the NRAO's 50th
anniversary with a poster and lecture series during the

fall semester at the New Mexico Institute of Mining

and Technology. More than 20 posters recounting the
history of radio astronomy and the NRAO, as well as

details of scientific research and the instruments used
in that research, graced the walls of the second floor of

Tech's Joseph Skeen Library.

A series of three lectures was kicked off in September
by (Clint Janes, D)ivision lead for Electronics for

ALMA. In Ixast lin'iui Photons It'litic.s: Optical
and Radio Insltnet'ltllltion. ,J.lnes discussed the simi-
larities and differences in hardw\are for optical versus

radio telescopes.

In October, Education and Public Outreach Assistant
Director Mark Adams traveled to Socorro to talk about
the future of radio astronomy, including ALMA,
EVLA, and SKA.

The final lecture, Divel:vitv in As.vi-trono : Women at
Different Wavelengths, featured Debra Shepherd,
Deputy Director for North American Computing at
NRAO (ALMA) and Eileen Ryan, Project Manager for
the 2.4-meter telescope at the Magdalena Ridge
Observatory. They spoke about their own research, the
challenges they'd encountered during their educational
pursuits, and their view regarding what it is like to be
female in this predominantly male profession.

Rohbvn Harrison

Astro-Viz '06 Convenes in Pasadena

In November NRAO EPO participated in Astro-Viz
'06, an astronomy visualization workshop hosted by the
Spitzer Science Center and held concurrently with the
Pasadena Cool Stars XIV conference. The visualiza-
tion meeting participants included artists, scientists,
engineers, animators, planetarium professionals, and
media experts from observatories and science centers
around the United States.

The meeting's three-day agenda explored state-of-the-art
visualization techniques for image processing, data
visualization, illustration, animation, and video produc-
tion, as well as audio and video podcasting. Exchange
techniques and practices were also widely discussed
and debated, as were community issues such as
standards, resource sharing, and ethics.

The public outreach highlight of the workshop was
"The Art of Astronomy," a large format outdoor display
of images and videos celebrating astronomy. The loop-
ing film was assembled from the work of the workshop
attendees and ran nightly from dusk until 11 p.m. at
One Colorado Courtyarcd, an upscale Pasadena shop-

ping center. The NRA() was well represented in "The
Art of Astronomy" film, which also featured contribu-
tions from Ilubble, Spitzer, ('handra, N()A(), JPL and
other research institutions.

Bill Saxion
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TcThe Trui(l Clchanncl visits thc' 1'i'* Long Baselin
lrrav (IVLB/I) site near Si. Cr;i v il i he !/iI ',,in

1orte 7/ avel C'hanne/: Jerre, Alic;n (far ic/i) is
a local videoglrah: NRA.IO site tcchs K lo K/se

ill h avc/ Clhannel tcai at the' LBA anenna.

Ia;' ie coa ltes ('l .Jane ll/k inis.

IN GENERAL

Opportunities for Undergraduate Students, Graduating Seniors, and Graduate Students

Applications are now being accepted for the 2007

NRAO Summer Student Research Assistantships.

Each NRAO summer student conducts research under

the supervision of an N RAO staff member at one of

the NRAO sites, on a project in the supervisor's area

of expertise. The project may involve any aspect of'

astronomy, including original research, instrumentation,

telescope design, or astronomical software development.

Examples of past summer student research projects are

available on the Summer Student website at brip:11

www. nr'ao. edit/sludeni/NRA Ostiludeni.s ,sumnersi'/nll.

Supervisors choose their own student candidates from

all applications received, and the site to which a sum-

mer student is assigned depends on the location of the

NRAO supervisor who chose them. Students are

encouraged to review the webpages of NRA() staff for

an idea of the types of research being conducted at the

NRAO. On their application, students may request to

work with a specific staff member or to work on a spe-

cific scientific topic, or to work at a specific site.

The program runs from 10 12 weeks over the sum mer-,
from early June through early August. At the end of the
sunmmer, participants present their research results in a
student seminar and submit a written report. ()Often,

these projects result in publications in scientific journals.
FIinancial support is available for students to present

their sulnnmer research at a meeting of the American

Astronomical Society, generally at the winter meeting
following their appointment. Besides their research,
students take part in other activities, including a num-

ber of social events and excursions, as well as an
extensive summer lecture series which covers various
aspects of radio astronomy and astronomical research.

Students also collaborate on their own observational

projects using the VLA, VLBA, and/or GBT.

There are three types of Summer Student programs

available at the NRAO:

* The NRAO Reseal'h ' periencesfor Unldeigraduaies

(REU) program is for undergraduates who are citi-
zens or permanent residents of the United States or
its possessions, and is funded by the National
Science Foundation (NSF)'s Research Experiences
for Undergraduates ( RIU) program.

* The NRAO UI tdcl':gradlutc SIIIIInmtIer Studctk'I Research

A..ssistanship program is for undergraduate students

or graduating seniors who are citizens or permanent
residents of the United States or its possessions or

who are eligible for a Curriculum Practical l'raining

(('PT) from an accredited U.S. Undergraduate

Program. This program primarily supports students

or research projects which do not meet the RIEU

guidelines, such as graduating seniors, some foreign

undergraduate students, or projects involving pure

engineering or computer programming.
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* The NRAO Graduate Snummer Student Research

Assistanlship program is for first or second year

graduate students who are citizens or permanent

residents of the United States or its possessions or

who are eligible for a Curriculum Practical Training

(CPT) from an accredited U.S. Graduate Program.

The stipends for the 2007 Summer Student Program

are $475 per week for undergraduates, and $510 per

week for graduating seniors and graduate students.

These stipends include an allowance for housing, since

housing is not provided. Students who are interested

in Astronomy and have a background in Astronomy,
Physics, Engineering, Computer Science, and/or Math

are preferred. The same application form and applica-

tion process is used for all three programs, and may

be accessed at http:l/www nrao. edu/studentssununer-

sludents.shind. Required application materials include

an on-line application form (including a statement

of interest), official transcripts, and three letters of'

recommendation. The deadline for receipt of applica-

tion materials is Monday, January 29, 2007.

Jlcf Mangn 12,
NRA 0) Sunner Studenl C('oodinalor

NRAO Visitor and Pre-doctoral Student
Programs

The NRAO has several programs that can support vis-

its to the observatory by Ph.D). scientists and engineers,
or by graduate students doing thesis work in radio

astronomy or related fields, in order to interact with

NRA() staff at times other than while observing.

I. Scientific Visitor Program: This program can sup-

port visits to the NRAO by scientists or engineers at

the post-doctoral or faculty level to facilitate research

collaboration with NRAO staff. Support for the visitor

can range from paying for their accommodation or per

diem costs, travel, or providing some summer or sab-

batical salary support, according to need.

The program is open to all scientists who wish to visit

the NRA() to interact with the observatorv's staff for

an extended time, but we are particularly interested in

encouraging visits by junior flculty at colleges and

universities and in encouraging collaborations that may
lead to "first light" science with new NRAO instruments.

Most visits supported by this program are a few weeks,
rather than months, in length, but it may be possible to
support longer visits if needs are known sufficiently far
ahead.

2. Pre-doctoral Student Programs: These programs

are intended for graduate students whose faculty advi-
sors want them to have a concentrated exposure to
research in radio astronomy, its instrumentation, or

computational methods, under the supervision of an
NRAO staff astronomer or engineer.

Three programs are available:

Summer Research Assistantships: Intended for stu-
dents who will spend 10-12 weeks in the summer
working with an NRAO advisor on a research project.
This program is open to first and second year graduate
students who are citizens or permanent residents of the

U.S. or its possessions, or who are eligible for a

Curriculum Practical Training (CPT) from an accredited

U.S. (Graduate Program. It is part of the regular NRAO
summer student program; application for 2007 must be

made through the on-line process described at

htill.:// www.nrao.edu/studetls/swnier-studellts.shm/

by January 29, 2007.

Graduate Internships: Intended for Master's or Ph.D.
level students who will come to the NRA() for periods
normally from one to six months to work with an
NRA() staff advisor while gaining experience relevant
to their graduate degree. Support may range from
accommodation and per diem support to a research
stipend or salary, depending on circumstances. This

program is available year-round and applications can
be considered at any time.

Junior Fellowships and Research Assistantships:
Intended for pre-doctoral students who have completed
all academic requirements for their Ph.D. and who will

come to the NRA() for up to two years to do their the-

sis research under the supervision of an NRA() staff
member. The NRA() will pay the student's salary and
can also support travel costs related to the research.

Note that these pre-doctoral programs are in addition
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to the programn htt//wiki.gh.n iao.ecduiinview/
Observing/NRAOSltudentS'upportProgran which supports

student involvement in regular observing proposals for
the Green Bank Telescope (GBT), the Very Long
Baseline Array (VLBA) and the High Sensitivity
Array (ISA) or in large proposals for the VLBA, GBT,
HSA, or VLA.

If you would like more information about the scientific
visitor or pre-doctoral student programs, please contact:

Al/a II. Bridle

ahlbidle(ua rao .edt

2007 Janksy Lectureship

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory invites

nominations for the 2007 Jansky Lectureship (httlp//:
www nrao. edu/jansk'/j/anslkyprie..shtn/). The Karl G.
Jansky Lectureship is an honor established by the
trustees of Associated Universities, Inc., to recognize
outstanding contributions to the advancement of
astronomy. First awarded in 1966, it is named in honor
of Karl G. Jansky who, in 1932, first detected radio
waves from a cosmic source.

Please send nominations, including one supporting
paragraph, by February 1, 2007, to Billie Orahood via
e-mail at borahood(a ,Irao.edu or via regular mail at
Director's Office, National Radio Astronomy
Observatory, 520 Edgemont Road, Charlottesville, VA,
22903-2475.

K. ) Lo and D. A. Frail

NRAO Timeline

To mark the 50th anniversary of NRAO's founding, the
NRAO Archives presents a timeline at ht11/p:
www.nrao.eduwt 1 hiv'e.si7meitlineitcimeline.slnl. 'T'he

timeline begins with Karl (G. Jansky's detection of
radio waves from the Milky Way and (irote Reber's
observations of "cosmic static," continues through the
events leading to the establishment of NRAO, and
traces 50 years of NRA() history since Lloyd V.
Berkner and Alan T. Waterman signed the contract
between Associated Universities, Inc. and the National
Science Foundation on November 17, 1956.

Grant to NRAO Archives

The NRAO Archives has received a grant from the
American Institute of Physics, Center for the History
of Physics, to be used to organize and index the
Director's Office files of the first two NRAO Directors,
Otto Struve (1959-1 961) and David S. Heeschen
(Acting Director 1961-1962, Director 1962-1978). The
Director's Office files cover not only instrument design
and construction, but all other aspects of NRAO's
scientific and organizational life: internal management
matters, budgets and long range plans, committee min-
utes and reports, materials submitted to NSF and for
National Academy of Sciences decadal reviews, site
selection, radio frequency allocation and protection,
computing in astronomy, electronics engineering, the

physics of telescope surfaces, etc., as well as the
complex sociology associated with the increasing
dominance of NRAO as a large user-oriented facility.

Other materials in the Archives include the papers of
Grote Reber, John Kraus, and other individuals, as well
as Web resources outlining the work of H. 1. (Dloc) Ewen
and Nan Dieter Conklin. See hll):1/.www:nrao.edu/
arhives/ lfor further information.

Ellen N. Boulon

Illen V. Bouton
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NRAO Library News

Need to be "in the know"?
('heck out the RSS feeds on
the Library Web Page:
http://www.nrao.edu/library/.

Authors: Proposal Numbers are now entered on
papers submitted for publication (to link proposals
to the papers that result). Please provide Proposal
Numbers when requesting page charge support,
which must be done prior to publication.

Marsha Bishop



FURTHER INFORMATION

To obtain more information on the NRAO, visit the NRAO home page at: http://www.nrao.edu

NRAO Contact Information

Headquarters Green Bank Site Array Operations Center
Director's, Human Resources, Business Offices Green Bank Telescope Very Large Array
Atacama Large Millimeter Array Green Bank, West Virginia Very Long Baseline Array
North American ALMA Science Center (304) 456-2011 Socorro, New Mexico
Charlottesville, Virginia (505) 835-7000
(434) 296-0211

NRAO/AUI-Chile
Apoquindo 3650, Piso 18 Tucson Site

Las Condes Tucson, ArizonaLas Condes
Santiago de Chile (520) 882-8250
Chile
(56) 2-210-9600

NRAO Results

For more information on recent scientific research with NRAO telescopes:

NRAO Press Releases: http://www.nrao.edu/pr
VLA Observation Highlights: http://www.vla.nrao.edu/genpub/current_obs/

NRAO Products

The NRAO Data Archive System can be accessed and queried via the web: http://e2e.nrao.edu/archive/
VLA NVSS Survey (VLA D-array 20 cm continuum): http://www.cv.nrao.edu/nvss/
VLA FIRST Survey (VLA B-array 20 cm continuum): http://www.cv.nrao.edu/first/
Galactic Plane "A" Survey: http://www.gb.nrao.edu/-glangsto/GPA/
Green Bank Solar Radio Burst Spectrometer (SRBS): http://www.nrao.edu/astrores/gbsrbs/

Observing Information

VLA: http://www. vla.nrao.edu/astro
VLBA: http://www, .aoc.nrao.edu/vlba/html/vlbahome/observer.html
G BT: http://www.gb. nrao.edu/astronomers.shtml
Information on proposal templates, instructions, and deadlines can be found at:
http://www.nrao.edu/administration/directors_office/

Publicizing NRAO Results

If you have a new research result obtained using an NRAO telescope that might be of interest to a wider audience,
please write a 2-3 sentence description of the result and email it to one or more of the persons listed below. Your
information could result in a press release, an article in this Newsletter, and/or inclusion of your image in the NRAO
Image Gallery.

Press release contact: Dave Finley, Public Information Officer (dfinley@nrao.edu)
Newsletter contact: Mark Adams, Editor (mtadams@nrao.edu)
Image Gallery contact: Patricia Smiley, Information Services Coordinator (psmiley@nrao.edu)

NRAO Page Charge Policy

It is NRAO policy to pay a portion of the page charges for articles reporting original observations made with NRAO
instruments or utilizing NRAO archival data. For more information and for details of the policy requirements, please see:
http://www. nrao. edu/library/page_charges. shtml.

The NRAO Graphics Department will be happy to assist you in the production of images for your article as well as for your research papers. Contact
Patricia Smiley (psmiley@nrao.edu) with your request.

If you have an interesting new research result obtained using NRAO telescopes that could be featured in the NRAO Newsletter, please contact Tim Bastian at
tbastian@nrao.edu. We particularly encourage Ph.D. students to describe their thesis work.

Editor: Mark T. Adams (mtadams@nrao.edu); Science Editor: Tim Bastian (tbastian@nrao.edu); Assistant Editor: Sheila Marks; Layout and Design: Patricia Smiley



The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility ol' the National Science Foundation operated
under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
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Universities. Inc

NATIONAL RADIO ASTRONOMY OBSERVATORY
520 EDGEMONT ROAD
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22903-2475
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